Uniform Insignia Placement

Rover Scout

Role insignia (if applicable)
Council crest
Scouting awards
Focus badge
Religion in Life emblem
Religious Affiliation (optional placement)
World Scout Environment Award
2017 Emblem
Outdoor Adventure Skills badges
Canadian Path badges
Service Stripes

Language Strip
Group crest
Area crest
Rover Scout Strip or Sea Rover Scout Strip
Top Section Awards
Canadian Rover Scout Award*
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
Agency awards

Rover Scout Strips (Canadian, Gilwell, red or tan)

*Or most recent Top Section Award

Uniform Insignia Placement

Rover Scout necker (Group, Gilwell, red or tan)

Sponsor/Partner Emblem (necker point)

Shop in-Store and online at Scoutshop.ca

Scoutshop.ca  twitter.com/ScoutShopOtt  facebook.com/scoutscanada

It starts with Scouts.